Sauce Connect 4.3.15

We are pleased to announce the release of Sauce Connect 4.3.15.
New Features and Enhancements

- SC now logs timezone information when it starts up.
- Error reports from SC now contain more information from logs.
- New feature: rate limiting in the built-in HTTP proxy
  --scproxy-read-limit <X> Rate limit reads in scproxy to X bytes per second. This option can be used to adjust local network transfer rate in order not to overload the tunnel connection.
  --scproxy-write-limit <X> Rate limit writes in scproxy to X bytes per second. This option can be used to adjust local network transfer rate in order not to overload the tunnel connection.

- Fixed a crash in the built-in HTTP proxy.
- Fixed a crash that might have occurred when Sauce Connect tried to reconnect to the server.